Perfect forage,
all wrapped up.
Bale diameter

m

Rollector
130

Rollector
160

0,90 - 1,30

1,25-1,50

You work hard all year round to make the best feed for your animals. And to make sure this feed keeps usable for
a long time without losing any valuable nutrients, we have developed the Fendt Rollector bale wrapper. Our round
bale wrappers are perfectly adapted to your needs and also meet the highest demands. With different sizes and
options to choose from. But all Rollectors have one thing in common – they are super gentle on the bales to get the
best feed quality.
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FENDT ROLLECTOR 130

Fendt Rollector 130:
Small yet mighty.
Small and agile

It all starts with the bale

The Fendt Rollector 130 is the perfect wrapper for

Effective bale wrapping starts with the pickup. With its

0.90m-1.30m diameter bales, demanding very little from

simple operating principle, the Rollector 130 easily

the towing vehicle – great news for smaller farms. Its

picks up the bale with a stable hydraulic loading arm.

stable and durable frame makes the round bale wrapper

When wrapping, you can vary the number of film layers

super durable. Its straightforward design gives you a

and work with a choice of two different film widths. The

great view of the wrapping process at all times. The

wrapping table automatically sets the required number

Rollector is incredibly manoeuvrable with its slimline

of turns and ensures that the plastic overlaps properly.

drawbar. Thanks to the height-adjustable towing device,

The drive system of the bale-wrapping table with solid

you can adapt the Rollector 130 perfectly to your

gears is particularly robust. Our innovative film pre-

tractor. Practical features top it all off, including a

stretching system saves on film every time. The height-

holder with room for up to three extra film rolls.

adjustable film roll holder with quick-clamping system
makes light work of changing the film The bale drop
is gentle – thanks to the low drop height from the

Smooth transition

wrapping table itself. You can also choose to equip

No time-wasting – the Rollector 130 is quick and

your Rollector 130 with a bale turner to drop the bale

easy to switch from transport to working position. In

at the front.

transport position, the Fendt Rollector 130 measures
a narrow 2.50 m for safe transit. In the wrapping unit,
the track gauge increases to 2.85 m – for maximum

Easy controls

stability when the bales come in. When this happens,

The Fendt Rollector 130 has a self-explanatory control

the whole right axle leg rotates; tyres and all. You can

unit with intuitive E-Link Basic. Once the bale is on the

rotate the unit manually. The machine is lifted out on

wrapping table, the wrapping process starts at the push

one side with the double-acting function of the loading

of a button. E-Link Basic lets you know when it's done,

arm. During transport, the loading arm is securely

with an acoustic signal. The control unit also has a bale

locked.

counter for 8 different fields and the option to show the
daily count and total number of bales.

The Fendt Rollector wraps bales with a diameter of 0.90 m to 1.30 m.
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Practical: You can store up to three film rolls on the Rollector 130.
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FENDT ROLLECTOR 160

It's a perfect wrap.

Made for you

From pickup to active drop

Designed for the highest demands, super gentle and

The Rollector 160 efficiently picks up bales with its

extra powerful – the Fendt Rollector 160 is the single

stable hydraulic loading arm. Both the loading arm and

round bale wrapper for the best feed quality. The

the wrapping table can be adapted to different bales.

Rollector 160 makes light work of wrapping 1.25 m

It can wrap 1.25m-1.60m diameter bales. You can also

to 1.60 m diameter round bales. The stable frame

vary the number of film layers and choose between two

promises that all-important durability. The slimeline

different film widths. The wrapping table automatically

drawbar design guarantees outstanding

sets the required number of turns and ensures that the

manoeuvrability. Its straightforward design gives

plastic overlaps properly. Our innovative film pre-

you a great view of the wrapping process at all times.

stretching system saves on film every time. The height-

And you have the option to transport up to two bales

adjustable film roll holder with quick-clamping system

on your Rollector. One on the wrapping table and one

makes light work of changing the film The Rollector 160

on the pickup arm.

is equipped with a bale unloading table for active
dropping – this effectively avoids damage to the film.
There is also an optional bale tipper to drop the bale

Good to go

at the front.

Did you know? There's no need to switch from working
position to transport position on the Rollector 160, as
the machine has a balancing weight on the left side of

Maximum control

the frame. The machine width still measures only a

The Fendt Rollector is equipped with E-Link Plus for

slim 2.30 m.

maximum ease of use. From loading to gentle bale
drops – all automated at the push of a button. The bale
counter stores up to 10 different jobs. And E-Link Plus
has an extremely clear daily counter.
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Both the loading arm and the wrapping table can be adapted to different bale sizes. Safely pick up bales with a

The Rollector 160 is equipped with a bale unloading table with active

diameter of 1.25 m to 1.6 m and pack them airtight in film.

drop – this effectively avoids damage to the film.
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